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Abstract. We investigate a technique, suitable for process algebraic,

nite-state machine (model-checking) automated tools, for formally modelling arbitrary network topologies. We model aspects of a protocol for
multiservice networks, and demonstrate how the technique can be used
to verify end-to-end properties of protocols designed for arbitrary numbers of intermediate nodes. Our models are presented in a version of
CSP allowing automatic veri cation with the FDR software tool. They
encompass both inductive and non-inductive behaviours.

1 Introduction
Formal speci cation and veri cation of network protocols have focused in the
main on link-to-link properties involving the interaction of a xed number of
components, e.g., providing reliable transmission between a sender and receiver
using a xed number of lower layer subcomponents communicating over an unreliable channel. However these techniques are not suitable for verifying end-toend properties of modern multi-service networks, such as the Internet, which use
complex protocols operating with arbitrary numbers of interacting components.
We illustrate a technique encompassing induction for proving correctness
properties of network protocols operating with an arbitrary number of components. The technique is suitable for process algebraic, nite-state machine
(model-checking) automated tools. Model-checking based techniques do not directly handle unbounded state problems; however this induction technique enables their use for certain classes of such applications, notably end-to-end protocols with arbitrary numbers of intermediate nodes. We illustrate the method
using FDR [8, 23], a software package o ered by Formal Systems (Europe) Ltd,
which allows automatic checking of many properties of nite state systems and
the interactive investigation of processes which fail these checks. The tool is based
on the mathematical theory of Communicating Sequential Processes(CSP), developed at Oxford University and subsequently applied successfully in a number
of industrial applications.
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Previous CSP/FDR applications do not address properties of arbitrary numbers of interacting components. The induction technique described here extends
the basic method introduced in [22] by employing lazy abstraction and dealing
with non-inductive behaviours. It provides a powerful way to establish complex
properties of arbitrary network con gurations. This technique should prove especially valuable for verifying livelock and deadlock freedom for complex end-toend network protocols. We illustrate its applicability with an example patterned
after the Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [3, 35], a protocol designed to
support resource reservation for high-bandwidth multicasts over IP networks.
We present an overview of formal models of network protocols, CSP and
FDR. We describe a reservation protocol, the induction method, and its application to the protocol. We conclude with remarks on applicability. Our FDR
source scripts are available upon request.

2 Formal Models of Network Protocols
CSP/FDR belong to the class of formalisms which combine programming languages, and nite state machines. Two similar approaches standardised by ISO
for speci cation and veri cation of distributed services and protocols are LOTOS
[14] (web bibliography [34]) and Estelle [9, 13].
Finite-state techniques are particularly suited for modelling layered protocols. Layered protocols are structured as a xed number of layers, each with
xed service interfaces. Correctness properties for a given layer typically take
the form of an assumption of correct service from the immediate lower level in
order to guarantee correct service to the immediate higher level. Properties of
the entire \protocol stack" can be established by chaining together the service
speci cations for the xed number of intermediate layers, ultimately arriving at
the service guaranteed by the highest level. In a very natural way, the formal
layered model re ects the speci cation structure of these protocols as adopted by
the network and communications community, such as the seven-layer ISO OSI
(Open Systems Interconnect) Reference Model. There are numerous examples
of formalisations of layered protocols, including Ethernet - CSMA/CD (in nonautomated TCSP [7]) (in non-automated algebraic-temporal logic [16]), TCP (in
non-automated CSP [10]), DSS1 / ISDN SS7 gateway (in LOTOS [19]), ISDN
Layer 3 (in LOTOS [20]), ISDN Link Access Protocol (in Estelle [11]), ATM signalling (in TLT, a temporal logic/UNITY formalism [1]). All of these examples
deal with link rather than end system properties.
By way of contrast, we note that an unbounded network topology is modelled
with action systems [2] and extended in [29]. Although such deductive-reasoning
techniques are not possible for nite-state model checkers such as FDR, the
advantage of nite-state methods is that they are fully automatable, indicating
when properties are not satis ed as well as when they are.
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3 CSP, CSPM and FDR
CSP [12] models a system as a process which interacts with its environment by
means of atomic events. Communication is synchronous; that is, an event takes
place precisely when both the process and environment agree on its occurrence.
CSP comprises a process-algebraic programming language (see appendix), together with a related series of semantic models capturing di erent aspects of
behaviour. A powerful notion of re nement intuitively captures the idea that
one system implements another. Mechanical support for re nement, deadlock
and livelock checking is provided by Formal Systems' FDR model checker.
The simplest semantic model identi es a process as the sequences of events,
or traces it can perform. We refer to such sequences as behaviours. More sophisticated models introduce additional information to behaviours which can be used
to determine liveness properties of processes.
We say that a process P is a re nement of process S , written S v P , if any
possible behaviour of P is also a possible behaviour of S . Intuitively, suppose S
(for \speci cation") is a process for which all behaviours are in some sense acceptable. If P re nes S , then the same acceptability must apply to all behaviours
of P . The re nement relation is transitive. S can represent an idealised model
of a system's behaviour, or an abstract property such as deadlock freedom.
The theory of re nement in CSP allows a wide range of correctness conditions to be encoded as re nement checks between processes. FDR performs a
check by invoking a normalisation procedure for the speci cation process, which
represents the speci cation in a form where the implementation can be checked
against it by simple model-checking techniques. When a re nement check fails,
FDR provides the user with an illustrative counter example. The de nitive source
book for CSP/FDR is found in [25].
CSPM [8, 25, 26] combines the CSP process algebra with an expression language inspired by languages like Miranda-Orwell and Haskell-Gofer and modi ed
to support the idioms of CSP. Hereafter we shall simply refer to CSP.
Unlike most packages of this type, FDR was speci cally developed by Formal
Systems for industrial applications, initialy used to develop and verify communications hardware (in the Inmos T9000 Transputer and the C104 routing chip).
Existing applications include VLSI design, protocol development and implementation, control, signalling, fault-tolerant systems and security. Although the underlying semantic models for FDR do not speci cally address time (in contrast
to Timed CSP formalism [17, 24, 31]), work has been carried out modelling discrete time with FDR [25, 28], including a class of embedded real-time scheduler
implementations [15] and a trac congestion algorithm [22].

4 A Reservation Protocol
We illustrate the induction technique on a protocol patterned after the RSVP
reservation protocol intended for IP based networks. This protocol addresses
those requirements associated with a new generation of applications, such as
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remote video and multimedia conferencing, which are sensitive to the quality of
service provided by the network. These applications depend on certain levels of
resource (bandwidth, bu er space, etc.) allocation in order to operate acceptably.
One strategy for dealing with large demands for bandwidth is to \multicast" from
sources to receivers with transmissions along a number of intermediate links
shared by \downstream" nodes. The RSVP approach is to create and maintain
resource reservations along each link of a previously determined multicast route.
A multicast route consists of multiple sources and receivers, and arbitrary
numbers of intermediate nodes forming a path between sources and receivers.
Messages carrying reservation requests originate at receivers and are passed upstream towards the sources. Along the way if any node rejects the reservation, a
reject message is sent back to the receiver and the reservation message discarded;
otherwise the reservation message is propagated as far as the closest point along
the way to the source where a reservation level greater than or equal to it has
been made. Thus reservations become \merged" as they travel upstream; a node
forwards upstream only the maximum request. A binary multicast tree is represented in Figure 3.

5 The Signi cance of Lazy Abstraction
Our technique reduces unbounded state space to a small nite one by hiding (and
thus abstracting away) the unbounded components of our multicast network. We
take the perspective of a downstream node in specifying the behaviour it sees
on its upstream link.
Abstracting away the network along downstream channels, by hiding the
channels using the CSP standard hiding operator \, would have signi cant consequences for reasoning about behaviour on the visible downstream channel.
Consider the process H below; if the event a were to be eagerly abstracted, i.e.
hidden, then the process H would be in a state where it would be willing to do
a b, as if the a had occurred.

H =a!b!H
H na = b ! H
By similarly hiding an interface channel, we are not allowing the environment to
be silent. Thus any proofs involving such abstraction would carry the \hidden"
assumption that the environment is live on all o ered events, and any properties
thereby established could be signi cantly devalued.
We wish to establish that the behaviour seen on one downstream channel does
not require liveness on other downstream channels. In order to claim that the
behaviour over hidden interfaces does not compromise a successful re nement
check, we simply show that the re nement holds even in the case of no communications on the hidden channels. By \gluing" CHAOS onto a downstream
channel, we are e ectively abstracting the rest of the downstream network, no
matter what its behaviour. The lazy abstraction of a from H , La (H ), is de ned
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below as the parallel composition of H with CHAOS before hiding a, where
CHAOS is the process which may or may not do anything. In the example H
above, La (H ) is b ! H u STOP , which may fail to o er b (since CHAOS can
nondeterministically refuse a, thereby stopping b), in contrast to H na , which
always o ers b.
La (H ) = (H [j a j] CHAOS (a))na
CHAOS (A) = ua:A a ! CHAOS (A) u STOP

6 The Method
We model a protocol exhibiting the trac-reducing aspects of RSVP: the ability
of an intermediate node to automatically respond to requests for resources for
which previous requests had already established the response. If a reservation is
already in place (for a particular source), then any request for the same amount
or less can be automatically accepted without any messages forwarded upstream.
Similarly, if a request for an amount of resource from a particular source has
already been rejected, then any request for the same amount or more can be
automatically rejected without forwarding upstream.
FDR is used to perform a structural induction to establish end-to-end properties of the protocol through a series of re nement checks. These checks correspond to the base case and the inductive step of proof by induction. In this
example, the proposition to be proven for our protocol is:
An arbitrary number of intermediate trac-reducing nodes may be placed
transparently between sources and end receivers, i.e., a receiver sees the same
behaviour from an upstream node connected by an arbitrary number of links
to an end source, as it would see from an end source itself.

Let P represent this property. The induction proof obligations take the form:
P v SOURCE
(i)
P v L21 (P [downstream $ upstream] NODE ) (ii)
P v L12 (P [downstream $ upstream] NODE ) (iii)

The re nement operator v refers to re nement in the CSP failures model. Lji (Q)
is the lazy abstraction [25] of the channel downstreami from the process Q, with
downstreamj renamed to downstream. By this mechanism, we abstract away
unbounded parts of the network further along the downstreami channel. In the
parallel composition P [downstream $ upstream]NODE of (ii) and (iii), the
communications between the P and NODE are hidden and happen as soon
as they are available according to CSP semantics for the hiding operator. We
can safely eagerly (rather than lazily) abstract these communications by hiding
the next-hop upstream channel, since this has no e ect on our reasoning about
communications along a given downstream channel.
Re nement (i) establishes the base case for the induction. Generally this
case is simply an end source, although an example in Section 7 requires an
intermediate node directly linked to a source.
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P

SOURCE

Fig. 1. Base Case: (i) A SOURCE must satisfy property P.
Re nements (ii) and (iii) establish the inductive step. Assuming that P is
provided on its upstream channel, NODE provides P to each of the downstream
channels. The linked parallel operator used in the right hand sides of the induction proof obligations given above indicates that NODE communicates on
its upstream channel in a synchronised fashion with (a node satisfying) P on
P 's downstream channel, with the linked communications hidden. Thus we are
able to represent the perspective of the one downstream node, by hiding the
other downstream channel and next-hop upstream communications. The re nement checks performed by FDR establish that no matter what communications
take place over the downstream1 channel the property P still holds on channel
downstream2. Similarly, P holds on downstream1 regardless of communications
on downstream2.
(iii)

(ii)

P

P

P

P

NODE

NODE

downstream1

downstream2

downstream2

downstream1

Fig. 2. Inductive Case: The property P connected on its downstream to NODE on

NODE's upstream, with all communications hidden apart from the downstream2 interface in (ii), and the downstream1 interface in (iii).

By transitivity of re nement, relations (i) - (iii) allow us to claim that property P is provided along any of the downstream links for an arbitrary binary
multicast tree, such as speci ed below and represented in Figure 3. These relations can be expressed as an assertion in FDR, which checks their validity.
The techniques can be similarly applied to achieve arbitrary branching degree
for sources and receivers.
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((( SOURCE
[downstream <-> upstream]
NODE[[downstream1 <- A, downstream2 <- B]] )
[A <-> upstream]
NODE )
[B <-> upstream]
NODE[[downstream1 <- C ]])
[C <-> upstream]
NODE

SOURCE

NODE

A

B

NODE

NODE
C

NODE

Fig. 3. An example binary multicast. Relations (i) - (iii) ensure that P is provided on
each downstream link.

7 The Model
Our protocol operates with a given multicast tree with the source as the root, receivers as leaves and with an arbitrary number of intermediate nodes. A receiver
initiates a request for a certain amount of resource by presenting a request to the
node immediately upstream. In order to minimise network trac, reservations
requests are merged at intermediate nodes, which automatically respond to any
downstream request whenever the appropriate reply is determined by responses
previously relayed from above; otherwise the request is relayed upstream and
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the subsequent response relayed downstream. A receiver is ultimately given an
accept (successful) response if all upstream nodes, including the source, have
sucient local resources to satisfy the request, and a reject (failure) response
otherwise { due to some node along the path having insucient local resources.
We build a general model of a network node, and inductively establish appropriate properties. The general communication convention is that an intermediate
node has access to bi-directional channels: one upstream towards the source and
two downstream towards receivers. We model resources as small integers, and
de ne a single type to distinguish successful reservations from rejections.
MAX_R = 3
// system parameter, set to 3
RESOURCE = {0 . . MAX_R}
datatype RESULT = accept | reject
datatype MESSAGE = request.RESOURCE
| reply.RESULT.RESOURCE
channel upstream, downstream, downstream1, downstream2,
local, local1, local2, A
: MESSAGE

A source S with a xed amount q of local resources is always live on downstream requests, accepting those for which it has adequate resources and rejecting
otherwise. Replies are merged, i.e., consecutive identical requests may generate
only a single reply. A general SOURCE behaves as a source with an arbitrary
amount of local resources q.
S(q) = let
S'(q,{}) = downstream.request?v -> S'(q,{v})
S'(q,seen) =
(downstream.request?vv -> S'(q,union(seen,{vv}))
[]
(|~| v: seen @ if v <= q
then downstream.reply!accept.v -> S'(q,diff(seen,{v}))
else downstream.reply!reject.v -> S'(q,diff(seen,{v}))))
within S'(q,{})
SOURCE = |~| q:RESOURCE @ S(q)

An intermediate node linking source and receivers has a downstream interface
to handle requests from other nodes immediately downstream, which it may or
may not forward upstream. The DOWN process is live on downstream requests and
upstream replies. It remembers upstream replies in order to automatically issues
replies when appropriate. Whenever it cannot already know the response for
downstream request it must forward the request upstream. Rather than using
a single state variable for recording pending requests, we model a node as a
series of \slices", processes handling requests and replies for exactly one resource.
This device for avoiding state-space explosion is analogous to using n binary
variables, b1 ; : : : ; bn for representing a set containing values drawn from 1 : : : n.
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In practice this would be implemented by fewer processes sharing state. The slices
interleave on downstream requests, downstream replies, and upstream requests.
They synchronise on upstream replies, since an accept for an amount ma implies
that requests for all v  ma should be accepted, and a reject for lr implies that
all v  lr should be rejected. Inconsistent upstream replies are ignored.
Down_slice(v,know,r,repdown,requp) =
downstream.request.v ->
(if know
then Down_slice(v,true,r,true,false) // merge reply down
else Down_slice(v,false,r,repdown,true)) // merge req up
[]
upstream.reply?rr?vv ->
(if know or (vv>v and rr==reject) or (vv<v and rr==accept)
then Down_slice(v,know,r,repdown,requp)
//ignore reply
else Down_slice(v,true,rr,(repdown or requp),false))
[]
(repdown and know &
// reply down enabled
downstream.reply!r!v -> Down_slice(v,true,r,false,false))
[]
(requp and know==false &
// request up enabled
upstream.request!v -> Down_slice(v,false,r,true,false))
DOWNV(v) = Down_slice(v,false,accept,false,false)

// initialised

DOWN = || v: RESOURCE @
// parallel combination of slices
[{| downstream.request.v, downstream.reply.reject.v,
downstream.reply.accept.v, upstream.request.v,
upstream.reply, |}]
DOWNV(v)

We model an intermediate node having an upstream channel and two downstream channels as a node with two downstream interfaces and a single local
controller behaving as a source. The local controller examines requests relayed
from the downstream interfaces, and is prepared to reject automatically or to
merge the request upstream. Each downstream interface takes in downstream
requests, and is immediately prepared to respond or to merge them to the local
controller. Upstream replies are merged downstream. The downstream interfaces
interleave downstream requests, downstream replies, and upstream requests, and
synchronise on upstream replies.
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NODE = (((SOURCE [[ downstream.request <- local1.request,
downstream.request <- local2.request,
downstream.reply.reject <- local.reply.reject,
downstream.reply.accept <- upstream.request ]]
[|{| local1, local |} |]
DOWN [[ upstream.request <- local1.request,
upstream.reply <- local.reply,
downstream <- downstream1,
upstream.reply <- upstream.reply ]])
\{| local1 |})
[|{| local2, local, upstream.reply |} |]
DOWN [[ upstream.request <- local2.request,
upstream.reply <- local.reply,
downstream <- downstream2,
upstream.reply <- upstream.reply ]])
\{| local2, local |}

We inductively establish that any collection of intermediate nodes behave as
a source on each of its downstream channels. Thus this is an end-to-end property
guaranteed by a source to an end receiver. The base case is trivial in that we
model an end sender as a source, which is certainly re ned by itself.
The inductive case for each downstream channel, corresponding to 5 (ii) and
(iii) is checked with FDR using the assert statement :
assert SOURCE [F= (((SOURCE [downstream <-> upstream] NODE)
[| {| downstream1 |} |] CHAOS({|downstream1|}))
\ {|downstream1|})
[[downstream2 <- downstream]]
assert SOURCE [F= (((SOURCE [downstream <-> upstream] NODE)
[| {| downstream2 |} |] CHAOS({|downstream2|}))
\ {|downstream2|})
[[downstream1 <- downstream]]

Also of interest is that the behaviour of an intermediate node along each
of its downstream channels (given below as DownBviour) can be established
inductively, provided that it is ultimately linked to a sender source. The base case
is nontrivial in that a simple source does not satisfy the property DownBviour
since the behaviour of SOURCE is less deterministic than DownBviour. We require
two base cases corresponding to 5(i), one for each downstream channel:
DownBviour =

(SOURCE [[ downstream <- A ]]
[| {| A |} |]
DOWN [[ upstream <- A ]]) \ {| A |}

Basecase = SOURCE [downstream <-> upstream] NODE
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assert DownBviour [F= ((Basecase
[|{| downstream2 |}|] CHAOS({|downstream2|}))
\ {| downstream2|})
[[downstream1 <- downstream]]
assert DownBviour [F= ((Basecase
[|{| downstream2 |}|] CHAOS({|downstream2|}))
\ {| downstream2|})
[[downstream1 <- downstream]]

And the inductive case (corresponding to 5 (ii) and (iii) :
assert DownBviour [F= (((DownBviour [downstream <-> upstream] NODE)
[|{| downstream1 |} |] CHAOS({|downstream1|}))
\ {|downstream1|})
[[downstream2 <- downstream]]
assert DownBviour [F= (((DownBviour [downstream <-> upstream] NODE)
[|{| downstream2 |} |] CHAOS({|downstream2|}))
\ {|downstream2|})
[[downstream1 <- downstream]]

Our nodes additionally satisfy another property { minimising trac on the
network { by guaranteeing that after some reaction delay after an up reply, they
do not issue requests for which they can already know the response. We specify
that such a receiver process may repeatedly issue requests, but only for ones not
determined by past responses. It remembers the maximum accepted and least
rejected amounts, and adjusts these according to new responses:
adjust(accept,qq,ma,lr) = if qq < lr then max(qq,ma) else ma
adjust(reject,qq,ma,lr) = if qq > ma then min(qq,lr) else lr
channel tock
R speci es that a process must be live on upstream responses, and may or
may not issue upstream requests for which it cannot determine the upstream
response by past responses. It is allowed some time (tocks) before it must adjust
according to new upstream responses.
R(ma,lr,t,k,ma',lr') =
(upstream.reply.accept?vv ->
RR(ma,lr,0,2,adjust(accept,vv,ma,lr),lr))
[]
(upstream.reply.reject?vv ->
RR(ma,lr,0,2,ma,adjust(reject,vv,ma,lr)))
[]
((|~| v: RESOURCE @ ma < v and v < lr and t <= k &
upstream.request!v -> RR(ma,lr,t,k,ma',lr')) |~| STOP )
[] ( t <= k & tock -> if t = k
then RR(ma',lr',t+1,k,ma',lr')
// reset
else RR(ma, lr, t+1,k,ma',lr') ) // advance clock
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A receiver REC initialy has maximum accepted ma = 0 and least rejected lr
= MAX R, and must adjust to replies within 2 internal tock cycles:
REC = R(0,MAX_R,0,2,0,MAX_R) \ {| tock |}

An intermediate node satis es the trac reducing property on its upstream
channel. That is, from the perspective of its upstream node, an intermediate
node behaves as a receiver { no matter what the behaviour along the next-hop
downstream links. This property is established without using induction simply
by lazy abstracting all downstream channels, and asserting that the result re nes
the REC property:
CHAOSDOWN = CHAOS({|downstream1,downstream2|})
assert REC [F= (NODE[|{| downstream1, downstream2 |}|] CHAOSDOWN)
\ {|downstream1,downstream2|}

8 Conclusions and Comparison with Other Work
There are a variety of di erent techniques based on induction for reducing a
system of unbounded processes to a nite-state problem. Not surprisingly all
of these, as well as ours, rely on proof obligations corresponding to a base case
and an inductive case. The methods di er in the particular mechanisms, derived from their underlying process theory, for abstracting away the unbounded
parts of the system. Techniques appearing in the literature illustrated on simple
protocols include formulations in process algebra applied to a bounded bu er
and token ring [33], network grammars and abstraction applied to a token ring
algorithm and binary tree parity checker [4], general induction theorem applied
to a distributed replication algorithm and dining philosophers [18], PVS model
checking applied to a mutual exclusion protocol [27]. Creese and Roscoe [6] are
developing a form of induction for CSP/FDR using data independence to handle
unbounded collections of processes retaining their separate identities, rather than
abstracted away as in the technique presented here. In [5, 22], simpler properties
of the RSVP protocol are modelled with CSP/FDR.
Wolper and Lovinfosse [33] establish that network invariants do not always
exist, that is, there are true properties for which there are no corresponding
network invariants (although they do not give an example of such). The novelty
of our work is that it is applied to a complex multiservice network protocol,
incorporating both inductive and non-inductive behaviours which very much depend on the data values along visible interfaces. This demonstrates that our
technique can be a practical strategy for reducing a large protocol so that it
can be handled comfortably by a model checker. The key is to isolate invariant properties amenable to inductive proof, and abstract away non-inductive
behaviours. Hence, we isolate interesting properties of each pair of downstream
channels alone, and check the induction proof obligations for each pair.
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For this protocol there are important properties which are not inductive in
the sense de ned by re nement relations 5 (i) - (iii). For example, the trac
reduction property REC does not satisfy these relations. The speci ed behaviour
for this property by necessity allows a xed amount of reaction delay before
new upstream replies must be assimilated for subsequent automatic responses
to downstream requests. Such data-dependent behaviour appearing on the righthand side of the re nement relations increases the reaction delay over that of
the left-hand side { in e ect, by composing arbitrary nodes satisfying this property this reaction delay becomes unbounded. The most we can show by model
checking is that such properties are link-to-link, and hence we rely on a di erent
use of abstraction to establish that
If a node exhibits desirable behaviour along a link within t for some time
t, then an arbitrary composition of nodes exhibits desirable behaviour
along the link within t for some t .
It is interesting to note that although certain behaviours are inductive in the
above sense, it could be signi cant that they fail to be inductive in a modelchecking sense. For some protocols, link reaction delays could accumulate to an
unacceptable end-delay.
Our induction technique is naturally suited for verifying certain end-to-end
properties of protocols designed to operate with arbitrary numbers of interacting
nodes. This is not surprising, since these protocols are inductive by design. The
strength of our technique is that it can handle complex protocols exhibiting a
mixture of model-checking inductive and non-inductive behaviours.
Finally, we note that one important property which our technique establishes
is that our multicast protocol is deadlock free. Our method can be used to model
complex end-to-end protocols in order to establish deadlock and divergence freedom, or to reveal unexpected deadlock or livelock for these protocols.
0
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Appendix A. The CSP Language
The CSP language is a means of describing components of systems, processes whose
external actions are the communication or refusal of instantaneous atomic events. All
the participants in an event must synchronise on it. The CSP processes that we use
are constructed from the following:
STOP is the simplest CSP process; it never engages in any action, nor terminates.
SKIP similarly never performs any action, but instead terminates successfully, passing control to the next process in sequence (see ; below).
a -> P is the most basic program constructor. It waits to perform the event a and
after this has occurred subsequently behaves as process P. The same notation is used
for outputs ( c!v -> P ) and inputs (c?x -> P(x) ) of values along named channels.
P |~| Q represents internal choice. It behaves as P or Q nondeterministically.
P [] Q represents external or deterministic choice. It will o er the initial actions of
both P and Q to its environment at rst; its subsequent behaviour is like P if the initial
action chosen was possible only for P, and like Q if the action selected Q. If both P and
Q have common initial actions, its subsequent behaviour is nondeterministic (like |~|).
STOP [] P behaves as P.
P |[ A ]| Q represents parallel composition. P and Q evolve concurrently, except
that events in A occur only when P and Q agree (i.e. synchronise) to perform them.
P ||| Q represents the interleaved parallel composition. P and Q evolve separately,
and do not synchronize on their events.
P ; Q is a sequential, rather than parallel, composition. It behaves as P until and
unless P terminates successfully: its subsequent behaviour is that of Q.
P \ A is the CSP abstraction or hiding operator. This process behaves as P except
that events in set A are hidden from the environment and are solely determined by P;
the environment can neither observe nor in uence them.
P [[ a <- b ]] represents the process P with a renamed to b.
P [ a <-> b ] Q is the linked parallel operator. P and Q synchronise on channels
a and b, which have been renamed to the same and hidden.
There are also straighforward generalisations of the choice operators over non-empty
sets, written |~| x:X @ P(x) and [] x:X @ P(x).

